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"' kTMOSPHERIC DENSITIES FROM EXPLORER 17 DEN-
SITY GAUGES AND A COMPARISON WITH SATEL-LI E DIL_ DATA*
GEORGE NEWTON, RICHARD HOROWITZ AND WOLFGANG PI{IESTERf
The purpose of this lette,' is to present the initial w"_ .......... - , ,
atmospheric densities directly measured by the o,_,m
ionization gages oi: the Explorer 17 satellite. The __'F*_ sm
satellite has been described [Horowitz, 1963] and din* "_t. in
the gauges and their response to the atmosphere
have also been reported [Newton et al., 1963]. The I-* _ "_--___ _
data presented in this letter were obtained with
two types of ionization cacuum gauges, the hot-
filament thermionic type (Bayard-Alpert) and the
magnetron type (Redhead). The absolute accu- _ Mt.m m
racy of these data is believed to be 4-35 percent
I I I I I I I I I I I I i I
and the repeatability is +20 percent. A more m 2_ m m m m m
complete discussion of the e:_periment will be in- tzmm-b
cluded in a paper now in preparation [Newton et Fmva_. 1.- Atmospheric density versus altitude me_qured
al., 1964]. by the Explorer 17 density gauges (luring 47 operations
The density data from 47 operations of the of the satellite. "[he densities were measured for times
satellite in the altitude range 255 to 330 km for between 0700 and 2100 hours, with Av varying between
local times between 0700 and 2100 hours are 0 and 50 and with F,0.7 varying between 70 and
100X 10-m w/m _ cps.plotted as a function of altitude in Figure 1.
These data were recorded by the five northern
midlatitude minitrack stations: altitude of 280 km) which is due in part to local
Blossom Point, Md. time, geomagnetic activity, and solar activity
Grand Forks, Minn. effects.
Mojave, Calif. To compare the directly measured densities
St. Johns, Newfoundland with densities inferred from satellite drag, it is
Winkfield, England desirable to reduce the data to geomagnetically
quiet conditions. In this regard, consider Figure
&t the times the measurements were made, 2, which shows A log P, the logarithm to the base
the daily planetary geomagnetic index (Av) was 10 of the ratio of the measured density to the
between 0 and 50, and the 10.7-cm solar index Harris and Priester model density selected for the
(F,0.0 was between 70 and 100)< l0 -2_ w/m _ cps. appropriate time and altitude, plotted versus the
It is seen from Figure 1 tha_ there is considerable daily geomagnetic index (Av). These points rep-
variation in *_he atmospheric denAty at a given resent 120 density-altitude profiles for altitudes
altitude (that is, greater than a factor of 3 at the between 255 and 600 km and most local times; the
data were recorded over the same five minitrack
*Publishedin the Journalo$Ocophysieal Research, 69(21) :4690_4692, stations as were the data in Figure 1. The dark-November 1, 1964.
?Goddsrd Space Flight Center; on leave from Bonn University. ened symbols represent an average of two or more
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/ I i ] _ FIGURE&--Logarithms of densities normalized to an
0 10 20 30 40 50 altitude of 280 km versus local time. lv,jun 3 data are
--_ Ap selected for geomagnetically quiet condiy,ions. Explorer
FXGVRE2.--Daily average of the logarithms of the ratios 17 data are adjusted to Apffi2 using ,-e!ation shown in
of the gauge measured density to the Harris and Figure 2 and for an F]0 7corresponding to 83.
Priester model density, plotted against daily geomag-
netic A_ index. Solid symbols represent averages of obtained from drag observations of Injun 3
measurements obtained from two or more passes of [Jacchia and Slowey, 1964b] and Explorer 17
the satellite over the telemetry stations. Open sym- [Bryant, 1964], and the Harris and Prmster model
bols represent single passes. The data have been
adjusted to correspond to F10.7=83. The semiannual with S=90. The drag data have also been nor-
, variation of the atmospheric density has been accounted malized to the 280-km altitude.
for in an approximate way by decreasing the model The Injun 3 drag data, indicated by squares,
i densities by 18% for May and June 1963. were selected for quiet geomagnetic conditions
., (Ap_+2) for the time interval of February 18
passes within one day and the light symbols repre- through June 30, 1963, when the latitude of the
sent one pass. The passes have been individually satellite varied between -40 ° and +60 °. The
corrected to an F_0.7of 83 using Roemer's [1963] Explorer 17 drag data, indicated by crosses, cor-
formula. The semiannual variation of the atmo- respond to the time interval from April 3 to July
; spheric density has been accounted for in an ap- 6, 1963, when the satellite perigee was between
_* proximate way by decreasing the model densities + 58° and -20 °.
•_ by 18 percent for May and June 1963. A visual The relation shown in Figure 2 has been used to
average of the data shows (a) that the relation be- adjust both the Explorer 17 drag-determined and
tween h log p and Ap is nonlinear, the steepest gauge-measured densities to geomagnetically quiet
slope being applicable to the smaller Ap values, conditions (A_=2). The Explorer 17 densities
and (b) that the atmospheric density values are also have been normalized to a 10.7-cm solar index
more sensitive to geomagnetic disturbances than of 83, a small adjustment compared to those asso-
has previously been reported. Very recently, elated with the Ap. The Ap adjustment resulted
Jacchia and Slowey [1964a] found independently in: (a) a decrease of approximately a factor of 2 in
that for near-quiet geomagnetic conditions the the apparent scatter between the gauge-measured
reaction of the atmosphere to variations in Ap is density values, (b) a lowering of the average, the
considerably larger than that expected on the gauge-measured densities by a factor of 0.7, and
basis of their previous analyses. (c) a lowering of Bryant's drag densities by ap-
Figure 3 shows the logarithm to the base 10 of proximately 60 percent.
the gauge densities at the average time and alti- It is seen in Figure 3 that the atmospheric den-
rude of the pass plotted versus local time and nor- sities determined by satellite drag techniques ap-
realised to 280 km usin_ the Harris and Priester pear to be systematically higher by a factor of 2
model for Sffig0 as a _ifferential altitude trans, than the adjusted gauge densities. This differ-
former. Shown for comparison are the densities enee is greater than the combined uncertainties
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assigned to the separate sets of data and would REFERENCES
seem to be due to a systematic error in one or both BRYAN%R., Densities obtained from drag on the Explorer
of the measurements. While the difference is not 17satellite, J. Geophys. Res., 69, 1423-1425, 1964.
regarded as a serious discrepancy between the two HARRIS,I., and W. PRIESTER,Heating of the upper atmo-
sphere, Space Res., 3, 53-75, 1963.
techniques, it is large enough to require a re- HOROWITZ,R., S-0, an aeronomy satellite, Advan. ,4stro-
examination of the measurements made by each. naut/cal Sc/., 12, Western Periodicals Company, North
A more detailed presentation of the atmospheric Hollywood, California, 1963.
density data from these five minitrack stations JACCHtA,L. G., and J. SLOWEY,Temperature variations in
and their geophysical interpretation is in prepara- the upper atmosphere during geomagnetically quiet in-
tion [Newton et al., 1964]. The presentation will tervals, Smithsonian Inst. Astrophys. Obs. Rept. 159,June 1964a.
include (1) data of considerably greater altitude JACCHXA,L. G., and J. SLOWE%Atmospheric heating of the
and local-time coverage and (2) density scale- auroral zones: A preliminary analysis of atmospheric
height computations. In addition, data from the drag of the Injun 3 satellite, J. Geophys. Res., 69, 905-
other eight minitrack (perigee 255 kin, initial 910, 1964b (SAO Spee. Rept. 136, September 1963).
apogee 920 km, 58° inclination) are currently NEWTON,G. P., R. HOROWITZ, and W. PRIESTER, Explorer
17pressure gauge experimental data and interpretation,
being analyzed and will be reported, in preparation, 1964.
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g:. STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE PATTERNS BASED
ON RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS FROM THE
TIROS VII SATELLITE*
W. NORDBERG, W. R. BANDEEN, G. WARNECKE AND V. KUNI)E
The TIROS VII meteorological satellite carried a sen_r to map the emitted terrestria, radia-
tion in the 15micron carbon dioxide band. The spectral response of the sensor ranged from 14.8
to 15.5 microns. The radiation observed by the satellite is a function of the temperatures of the
atmosphere varying along the optical path. Atmospheric layers at. various altitudes contribute to
the observed radiation in varying amounts. More than 96 percent of this contribution st,,m* from
altitudes above 10km and more than 60 percent from a layer ranging in altitude from 18 to 35 km;
thus, the radiation measurements were interpreted in terms of average temperatures of a major
portion of the stratosphere.
Temperature patterns were analyzed from June 1963 to March 1964. The measurements
demonstrate on a global scale, the varying patterns of stratospheric temperatures and circulation.
Smooth temperature gradients were found to coincide closely with latitudinal circles on both sum-
mer hemispheres. Temperatures increased at high latitudes toward the summer pole (250° K)
-%
and rapidly decreased toward the winter pole (200° K).
: A fairly uniform region with temperatures generally around 230° K extended between 25°
latitude of the summer hemisphere and 40° latitude of the winter hemisphere (luring solstices.
: During both equinoxes, the large latitudinal temperature gradients at high latitudes disappeared
,. a_d differences of about 10-15° K existed with latitudes as well as with longitude. Winter tern-
"; perature patterns in both hemispheres exhibit strong temperature gradients betweon the pole and
i': 40°, but a completely uniform pattern never existed in either winter hemisphere. A warm area
over the Indian Ocean, though initially small, seemed to play a similar role in the southern winter
:. as the Aleutian warm center during the northern winter. The morphology of a stratospheric
warming which occurred over southwestern Asia and v.enetrated to Europe immediately after the
tropical belt had cooled by about 10° K was observed.
i_ I. INTRODUCTIOq earth's horizon as described bv Hanel, et al. (Rcf-C
_: A radiometer aboard the TIROS VII satellite erence 2) and later reported by Bandeen, et al.
i_ measured infrared radiation emitted mainly by (Reference 3). Now, with continuous observa-
carbon dioxide in th_ earth's atmosphere at wave- tions over a period of more than six months, eov-
_ lengths ranging from 14.8 to 15.5 microns. The ering daily the global zone from 65° N to 65 ° S, it
_ is possible to use the radiation measurements to
': instrument in this measurement was very similar
: describe a number of interesting features of the
:. to the 5 channel radiometers flown on previous
_i TIROS satellites and described by Bandeen, et al. atmosphere. It will be shown that most of the
(Reference 1), except that one of the optical chan- radiation reaching the satellite in this spectral
nels was modified to have a spectral response as region is emitted within a defined altitude interval
shown in Figure la. The initial objective of in the stratosphere whose average temperature
radiation measurements in this region of the spec- can be derived from the observed radiation inten-
trum was to study the characteristics of the sities. Quasi-global maps of these average tem-
peratures for different seasons not only reflect the
*Published M (7,oddard Spar, Flight C_nter Document X--651--64-115, expected variations in the mean stratosphericMay 1964.
?On leave from In.titut ,dr Meteorologic und Goophyaik der F_ien temperatures, but also reveal the development
i Uaiverait&t Berlin, Berlin, Germany, as National Academy of Scienc_ and behavior of major synoptic systems in that
: National Re.arch Council Reeeareh A_ociate with National Aero-
nautlcsand -_,aee Adminiltration. region of the atmosphere. A complete description
1027
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w,v,_ov.,,_o_, ),, and X_=wavelengths between which _0
, _0 IS.S ISO 14.S 14.0
t ..... ' p ffiatmospheric pressure
T=atmospheric temperature
rffiatmospheric beam transmissivity
0.2 It is reasonable to assume that a constant ratio
r _0.000471 exists between the densities p for car-
p,l, air: pfr P,l, Further-bon dioxide a_d for
more, a number of typical distributions for tem-
perature with height h for surface pressures of
i 1013.25 mb were chosen so that p,_,, p and T couldo, _ be expressed as functions of h where p.i, and p
were computed as a function of h from T by the
hydrostatic equation. A relationship between s
and h, s ffis (h), was established through the choice
of several angles at which the satellite at approxi-
mately 635 km viewed the earth. The integra-
tion of (1) over _ was then performed for seven
0 I I I _ *
_o .o .o No _ ,® ,,o nadir angles, 0°, 29°, 40°, 47°, 52°, 55°, sud 58°.
w,,_'j The function _ ()`, h) w_s determined using, in
Finuaz I(a). Efloctivespectralresponseof the Tiros VII principle, the method described by Hanel, et al.
15ttchannel as a function of wavelength. (Reference 2). That method is based on the gen-
eral treatment by Elsasser (Reference 5) of the
of the 5 channel radiation experiment on absorption within the 15 micron COs band. Thus,
TIROS VII as well as a critique and'summary of
Or Os
all data resulting from this experiment will be j/'@(X)B(h,
_)_(h, ),)_, = q,(h). (2)contained in the TIROS VII Radiation Data
Catalog and Users' Manual (Reference 4). h
II. RELATION BETWEENRADIATION AND Hence, _:l;¢_(h)dh. (3)
STRATOSPHERICTEMPERATURES o
The spectral response of the instrument was h7 was then computed for each of the assumed
chosen to coincide as closely as possible with the temperature profiles and for each nadir angle from
15 micron absorption band of carbon dioxide. (3). The assumedtemperaturedistributionswith
The radiance N from the earth and atmosphere height and the resulting distribution functions
measured by the radiometer whose spectral re- q, (h) are shown in Figures 2a through 2c. In
sponse function _().) is shown in Figure la can accordance with previous practices of reporting
be expressed as: TIROS radiation measurements (References 4,
6-8) ._ may be expressed by the temperature Tan
/ _ Or of a blackbody whose radiant emittance W isN= f ¢(_)B(),, T)o-_(p, p, T, _)dXds (1) given by:
o _-xt xt
where W .=J' _(_,)B(Tns, ).)tO,= _r_V (4)
p = carbon dioxide density _
B=Planck function Indeed, since the radiometers were calibrated i
using such blackbodies at various temperatures, i
s _distance along radiation path the measurement of Tjs may be considered as the •
l
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FIGum_2(a).--Typieal temperature profilesbased on proposed supplements to the "U. S. Standard Atmosphere 1962" for
60° North summer, 60° North winter (warm and cold) and 15° North. The "warm" and "cold" temperature profiles
for 60° N ("high latitude winter") can be considered typical at these latitudes depending on the state of the stratosphere
in these regions. The suiJplements to the U. S. Standard Atmosphere 1962 are in the process of preparation by the
U. S. Committee for Extension of the Standard Atmosphere and were summaritmdby Cole, et ai. Reference 16).
Flotu_ 2(b).--Weighting functions _ (h), applying to the measured outgoing radiance _; nadir angle-0 _
Flatmz 2(c).--Weighting functions _ (h), applying to the memmredoutgoing radiance N; nadir angle- 58°.
primary quantity while N requires a derivation by TAn,.E I._Cornputed Mean Temperatures (Tn) Expected
means of equation (4). The values of T_s corre- _, be Observedby 15 M/,ron Rad/o_Ur .to,"7'vnmrat,re
profiles shown in Figures 2a at Nadir Angles of 0° and
sponding to the temperature profiles of Figure 2a as°.
axe summari_d in Table I.
The radiation measurement expressed by Tam
thus represents a mean temperature of the atmo- Nadir High Lat. High Lat. High Lat.
sphere in which the vertical temperature distribu- Angle Tropical Summer Winter Winter
tion is open to choice and where the temperature Cold Warm
at e_ch altitude must be giver, a different weight [
regarding its contribution to the measured mean. 0" [ 227"K 238 213 22gThe weighting function is given by _I, (h), and al- 3s" 231 240 214 231
though _I, (h) depends to a certain degree on the
1966028656-1080
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assumed vertical temperature profile, it may be temperature profiles, such as shown in Figures 2a,
seen that for most realistic temperature profiles at one can easily determine from the TBs measure-
a nadir angle _ffi0 (Figure 2b), temperatures be- ments which one of these profiles represents the
tween 20 and 25 km are weighed most heavily with best fit qualitatively to actual conditions at a cer-
about 65 percent of the weight being concentrated tain location on the globe and; more important,
in the region from 15 to 35 km and more than 96 one may determine from continuous observations
percent of the weight lying at altitudes above 10 how the choices of such "best fits" vary with time.
kin. It may, also, be seen from Figure 2c that Thus, the maps of TBs measurements plotted for
the maximum weight shifts to somewhat !ligher the "quasi-global" (65° N to 65° S) zone for dif-
altitudes for a nadir angle of 58°. But, since this ferent times of the year, presented i, Figures 3-
_hift amounts to less than 5 km from _ffi0 to 12, enable the synoptic analysis of phenomena
ffi58°, it is not possible to make a precise quan- related to the temperature stracture in the strato-
titative determination of the vari .tion of tempera- sphere between about 15 and 35 kin. The occur-
ture with altitude from measurements of T_B at rence of such events as explosive warmings, the
various nadir angles. However, it will be shown establishment of the Aleutian anticyclone in win-
in the section below that from such measurements ter, the onset of the seasonal circulation reversals
one may infer qualitatively whether the tempera- and similar events may be categorized as such
ture is increasing, decreasing, or constant with phenomena. Although the TIROS VII radi-
height over the altitude range where the _I,func- ometer views the entire global zone from 65° N to
tions reach their maxima. Furthermore, with a 65° S during the course of 12 hours, data from
prud.mt and realistic choice of assumed vertical only about 60 perL .nt of the orbits during any one
TIROSVII, ISp Tll ('l[.1
_ 0--40"
19-25JUIH1963
llo i; -.- _ ! ,
40° tli _" _;"li_ I I "' _ i _._l__, IIIIIII _ --_.._ "--'i I'lll41,,,,-!I _r _' - .": 'iv
I
= cF-.L)JI 117/I i 1 I
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Ficvnl 3(a).--Quasitlobal map of 1,5_equivalentblackbodytemporaturesaveragedover the week 19-25 June 1963;
nadirangle0°-40". Radiationdata cannotbe obtainedoutside the areaenclosedby the dashedborder.
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day can be acquired because only stations within urements may result within one week within an
i_ the UnitedStates arecapable of receivingthe data area of about 500×500 km. Therefore, a pre-
which arestored aboard the satellite for no longer cision of better than I°K can be estimatc_J "orthe
than one orbital period. This catlses two sig- temperature values shown in the ,'naps, Figures
nificant gaps in the data displayed in the maps, 3-9 and 11-12, which were obtained by averaging
Figures 3-12. One such gap exists at 90° W just measurementsv,'ithineach grid element (ranging
_ off the west coast of South America, the other is at from 5° latitude×5 ° longitude at the equator to
: 90° E over the central Soviet Union. 2.5° latitudeX5 ° longitude a_ 60° latitude) over
/ As will be stated in the TIROS VII Radiation the period of one week.
Data Catalog and Users' Manual (Reference 4), Although the precision of the temperature
the precisionof each individual measurement is measurement is greatly enhanced by reducing the
probably not mnch better than :t:3°K. However, random error in th_ averaging process, there are
one may assume that the physical properties of a number of systemath- errors which must be con-
_he stratosphere remain generally constant for sidered. It has been at'empted to reduce these
_vera| days and are uniform over distances of less errors by applying the appropriate corrections,
than 500 kin. Since the field of view of Cheradi- but uncertainties still remain, causing the overall
ometer is about 5 degrees, covering an area of accuracy to be considerably poorer tha'l the frac-i
about 50×50 km on the surface of the earth for tion of I°K stated for the precision. Aside from
• small nadir angles, and since in general measure- correcting for an instrumeatal degr_,dationwhich
" ments for the entire quasi-globe are obtained at will be diseusse, late-, a correctionwas applied to
least once every 24 hours,up to about 1000mcas- the data for an as yet unexplaineddeviation from
TIROSVII,ISPTiil_'_
*_ NADIRANGLE52-58"
19-25JUNE1963
• 60" 60"
40" 4O"
20" 20-
o" O"
20" 20.
6O" 60"
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TIROS VII, 15p TllI {°g}
PiADIRANGLE0-40 °
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FZCUR_4.-- Quasi-global map of 15_, equivalent blackbody temperatures averaged over the week 11-18 September 196.3;
nadir angle 00-40 °. Radiation data cannot be obtained outsiL_e the area enclosed by the dashed border.
the original preflight calibration. The radiome- radiation data (Reference 4) by an IBM 7094
ter, which alternatingly views the earth through computer and contour lines were drawn manually.
one cf two viewing ports showed that a con- This mapping procedure was the same as the one
sistently lower response on one of these viewing used in previously published similar maps
ports with respect to the other were apparently (Reference 9).
causing half of the measured temperatures to be
too low and half to be too high. According to the
preflight calibration, there should be no such dif- III. ANALYSIS OF STRATOSPHERICTEMPERA-
ference. For lack of a better correction procedure, TURES,JUNE 1963 TO MARCH 1964
the difference between the temperatures measured A. Solstice June 1963
through the two viewing ports over the same area
at the same time were determined for all cases A typical temperature pattern at the start of
shown in the maps in Figures 3 through 12. Tern- the northern hemisphcre summer and southern
perature.o for the lower side were then c_rrected hemisphere winter for the quasi-globe is shown in
upward by half this difference, while those for the Figure 3a. Stratospheric mean temperatures
higher side were corrected downward by the same averaged over nadir angles between 0° and 40°
amount. Total differences were generally 5 to and averaged over the week from 19 June to 25
8°K, so that the corrections were in the order of June, the first week of TIROS VII, range from
2.5 to 4°K. 240°K near 60° N to 215° near 60° S. The gen-
The maps were prepared from the magnetic erally zonal structure of the temperature pattern,
tapes (FMRT's) containing all the TIROS VII with isotherms running practically parallel with
1966028656-1083
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FIGURE&--Quasi-globalmapof 15_equivalentblackbodytemperaturesaveragedoverthe week25September-t October
1963;nadirangle0°-40°. Radiationdata cannotbe obtainedoutsidethe areaenclosedby the dashedborder.
latitude circles, confirms the established lmowl- with latitude in the winter hemisphere. A tern-
edge of the physics of the lower stratosphere; perature of about 230°K is reached near 20° S.
namely, the existence of a very strong cyclonic From there to the summer pole, the temperature
circulation system around a low pressure core cen- increases gradually, and the gradients are not as
tered near the _inter pole. This low pressure is steep as over the winter hemisphere. This is
caused by the intense cooling of the stratosphere expected and it demonstrates clearly that the
over the winter pole. Conversely, anticyclonic winter cyclone is considerably stronger than the
circulation prevail_ over the summer pole where summer anticyclone. The measured mean tern-
solar heating causes a warm stratosphere resulting peratures of 215°K near 60° S and of 240°K near
_i in a high pressure system. The predominantly 60° N agree reasonably well with the computed
zonal isotherms at high northern latitudes values of 213° and 238°K respectively (Table I)
(summer) suggest that solar heating is primarily for the temperature profiles for high latitude cold
responsible for this pattern. At high southern winter and summer shown in Figure 2a. The
latitudes (winter) however, there are slight but measured temperatures of 230°K within the belt
apparently significant disturbances in this zonal 40° S to 25° N are 3°K higher than those corn-
pattern. Isotherms over the South Pacific be- puted (Table I) for the tropical temperature pro-
• tween 30° S and 60° S deviate from a perfect zonal file shown in Figure 2a. This disagreement with
course; they show a definite slope from the south- the computation seems to be consistent with the
• west to the northeast in that area. Temperatures cases at 60° N and 60° S where the measured tern-
increase rapidly from the winter pole toward the peratures were 2°K too high. The reason for this
equator causing very steep temperature gradients consistent discrepancy could be due to a number
1966028656-1084
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TIROS VII, 15_. TI| {°g} I
NADIR ANOUE0-40° i
20-26 NOVEMBER1963
° q
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60° W ' _ 600
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FIOURE6.--Quasi-globalmap of 15_equivalentblackbodytemperaturesaveragedoverthe week 20-26 NovemberlO63;
nadirf_ngle00-40°. Radiationdata cannotbe obtainedoutsidethe areaenclosedby the dashedborder.
of assumptions contained in the radiative transfer the temperature cifferences _re close to zero.
calculations which may have resulted in the corn- It can be seen that differences of about +2°K
puted values of Tss being several degrees too lo_-. occur in the tropics where strongly positive tem-
A coarse picture of the temperature gradient perature gradients with altitude prevail. This
with altitude can be obtained by comparing difference agrees reasonably well with the values
Figures 3a and 3b. In Figure 3b, temperatures calculated for a tropical profile (Table 1). Over
measured at nadir angles between 52 and 58 the higher northern latitudes (summer) moder-
degrees were plotted. The weighting functions ately incre_ing temperatures with altitude and
in Figures 2b and 2c show that all measurements over high southern latitudes (winter) isothermal
shown in Figure 3b reflect temperatures at alti- temperatures are suggested. This is in fair agree-
tudes approximately 3-4 krn highe_ than the tern- rnent with the calculations (Table I).
peratures shown in Figure 3a. Thus, by com-
paring Figures ._a and 3b, one may distinguish B. Sea-real Reversal, September--October1963
three categories in the temperature profiles: As the solar illumination gradually becomes
1. Increasing temperatures with altitude be- symmetrical with respect to northern and south-
tween 15 and 35 km where the measured tempera- ern hemispheres during September, 1963, tem-
ture differences are positive, l_erature patterns at high latitudes markedly
2. Decreasing temperatures with altitude be- reflect the resulting change in solar heat input.
tween 15 and 35 krn where the measured tempera- In some areas, this ch_,nge takes place rapidly
ture differences are negative, while other regions undergo a much slower transi-
3. Isothermal regions between 15 and 35 krn if tion. During the first two months following the
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:_ FIGURE1(b).--Average quasi-global equivalent blackbody _emperatures vs. time. The heavy dashed curve indicates the
derived apparent degradation in the instrumental response.
solstice, there were practically no temperature mental degradation based on the preliminary
_ gradients along any given latitude circle in the information available at this time is given in
northern hemisphere; but strong longitudinal tem- Figure lb. A more complete version will be given
_- perature patterns begin to develop now during the in the TIROS VII Radiation Data Catalog :, :d
i_ transitional season, especially after the September Users' Manual (Reference 4). An appropriate
equinox. During July and August, the tempera- correction based on Figure lb should, therefore,
ture patterns remain essentially the same as those be added to all temperature measurements quoted
during 19-25 June, shown in Figure 3a. There is thereafter and shown in the maps, Figure 4 to 12.
one important change, however, which exhibits Although this degradation leaves some uncer-
_" the same charac_ristics as similar changes ob- tainties in the exact absolute magnitudes of the
served on measuremer, ts in other spectral regions temperature measurements, it does not appre-
i in previous TIROS satellites (References 7 and 8). ciably affect the ability to assign the appropriate
All measured temperatures over the entire world temperature profile (Figure 2a) to a measurement
seem to decline during the first three weeks of at a given location or the implications drawn from
obse_-cation. It is extremely probable that a the distribution of relative _mperature patterns.
i gradual degradation in the response of the radi- The first indication of any significant change in
ometer is the cause for this decline... By mid-July the post solstice temperature pattern occurs dur-
1963, the magnitude of this sensitivity decrease is ing the week 28 August to 3 September: the
:_ about 7°K. After that, the degradation seems temperatures at high northern latitudes decrease
to have leveled off and continued at a much lesser by about 5°K to a temperature of about 228°K
-_ rate. An approximate time history of this instru- (+7 ° correction) at 60° N. At northern
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FIGURlZ-7(a).--Map from the North Pacific to the North Atlantic of 15_ equivalent blackbody temperatures averaged
over the week 5-12 December 1963; nadir angle 00-40 °.
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FZOUR_ 7(b).--Map from the North Pacific to the North Atlantic of 30 mb air temperatures measured by radiosonde
balloons averaged over the week 5-12 December 1963 (Reference 16).
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FIGURE 8(a).--Quasi-global map of 15_ equivalent blackbody temperatures averaged over the week of 15-22 January 1964:
nadir angle 0o-40 °. Radiation data cannot be obtained outside the area enclosed by the dashed border.
_, mid-latitudes (200-50 ° N) there is also a slight noted during June at these latitudes over the
temperature decrease from the summer (19-25 western South Pacific has grown throughout July
June) conditions. However, here this decrease and early August, and a warm region extends now
does not take place uniformly at all longitudes, over the entire Indian Ocean showing a definite
i There are pocket-like regions where warmer tem- longitudinal pattern. For example, temperatures
:! peratures seem to persist longer than over other over the southern Indian Ocean at 60° S are about
" regions causing some inhomogeneities in contrast 216°+7°K. At the same latitude over the
to the quite uniform zonal pattern observed in Atlantic and central South Pacific, temperatures
_.: June. Going southward, temperatures in general are 213+7°K and 203+7°K respectively.
decrease very gradually from about 228-F7°K at During September, the European and West
60° N to about 223-F7°K at 40° S with the latter Asian portions of the northern hemisphere and
temperatures prevailing over most of the zone parts of North America begin to cool off rapidly.
from about 25° N to 40° S. From there south- There temperatures at 60° N have cooled to about
ward temperatures decrease rapidly with latitude. 223-{-7°K while over the northwest Atlantic and
Thus, the remainder of the southern hemisphere North Pacific somewhat warmer temperatures
remains essentially unchanged, still reflecting still prevail (228T7°K) during the week of 11-18
: typical winter conditions (205+7°K at 60° S) September (Figure 4). At the same time, the
_ except for a warm region of 225-F7°K, which breakdown of the winter over the southern hemi-
developed during later winter over the Indian sphere is gaining impetus. The same, even in-
Ocean between 40° to 50° S. The disturbance tensified longitudinal patterns as observed in
1966028656-1088
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August are apparent. Temperatures in the In- temperatures along 50 ° S vary from 236-F7°K at
dian Ocean warm area amount up to 234-1-7°K. 70 ° E to 223-1-7°K near 170 ° W, while along the
This area has now spread out between the longi- 180th meridian, for instance, temperatures at 60° S
tudes of 95 ° to 180 ° E along the 50th parallel, yet are about 222+7°K, at 60 ° N about 228-1-7°K and
temperatures at this latitude over the South at the equator about 223-t-7°K. This is a total
Atlantic and the eastern South Pacific still remain variation of 6°K along the meridian compared to
relatively cold (22007°K). Temperatures at a variation of 13°K along the 50 ° S parallel
low and mid-latitudes, in general, range around (Figure 5). The phenomenon of very pronounced
225-1-7°K (Figure 4). temperature differences between the Indian and
The week following the equinox (25 September- Pacific Oceans at all latitudes between 40 ° S and
1 October) shows that the temperature gradients 65 ° S persists during the entire transition period
between the two hemispheres (Figure 5) have from winter to summer. The maximum tempera-
reached their minimum during this transition ture difference is about 15°K throughout this time,
period. With the exception of the very warm with the Indian Ocean area showing the warmest
region at 50-55 ° S over the Indian Ocean reaching and the eastern South Pacific showing the coldest {
maximum temperatures of 236-1-7°K at 70° E temperatures (Figure 5). This phenomenon first i
temperatures over the entire quasi-globe are appears in large scale during the middle of August
nearly constant at 225-1-7°K. It is significant to and lasts until about 20 October. During early
note that at most longitudes +' _ temperature gra- and middle October, the eastern portion of the
dient along a given latitude bel_ can now be much southern hemisphere (40 W to 120 E) is relatively
greater than gradients between 60° N and 60 ° S: warm (230-1-7°K at 60 ° S) with a warm center of
TIROSVII, 15_ TllI [°K)
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I+'mtmm8(b).--Quasi-global map of 15_ equivalent blackbody temperatures averaged over the week 15-22 January, 1964;
nadir angle 520-58°. Radiation data cannot be obtained outside the area enclosed by the dashed border.
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FIGOR_.9(a).--Quasi global map of 15_ equivalent blackbody temperatures averaged over the week 22-29 January, 1964
nadir angle 00-40°. Radiation data cannot 1,e obtained outside the area enclosed by the dashed border.
234+7°K at 80° E, while the western portion Asia continue to decline. Finally, at the end of
:_ remains relatively cold with the cold center at October, as stated above, the northern hemi-
ii 220+7°K at 170° E. During late October, the sphere shows a typical winter pattern with the
i week of 23rd to 29th, the entire southern hemi- same tight gradients with latitude as observed
:j sphere finally achieves a typical summer tempera- three months previously in the southern hemi-
; ture pattern with wide and uniform latitudinal sphere. At 60° N, temperatures are uniformly
temperature belts ranging from about 230-F7°K cold (215+70°K) over Eurasia, the North Atlan-
at 60° S to about 225+7°K at 30° S. There is a tic and North America, but warm over Alaska and
uniform belt with temperatures of almost exactly the Bering Sea (225+7°K). The global picture
225+7°K between 30° S and 30° N. Over the does not change appreciably between the end of
Atlantic, Europeand Western Asia, temperatures October and the week 20-26 November shown in
drop rapidly from 225+7°K at 30° N to 215+ Figure 6. Although the warm area (224+7°K)
7°K at 60° N, while over the Pacific they remain over the North Pacific has somewhat diminished
at 225+7°K up to 60° N. in size compared to the end of October, and it is
During the entire fall transition period, the now located over the Gulf of Alaska, the isotherms
north Pacific area has not cooledoff as rapidly as over the area still show a very definite departure
; the restof the northern hemisphereand in general from a zonal pattern and run northwest to south-
remains warmerthroughout much of the winter, east over North America and northeast to south-
: During the course of October, this pattern inten- west overeast Asia. While temperatures are still
sifted whereby temperatures in all northern re- uniform with latitude over the Atlantic and Eura-
_ gions except over the north Pacific and eastern sian continent and range from 213+7°K at 60°N
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TIROSVII, IS/z TN ['g} temperature measurements made it possible to
NADIRANGLE52-$11" follow the variation of mean temperatures in the
22-29JANUARY1964 lower stratosphere over this entire region through-
- out the winter of 1963. Figure 7a shows the tem-
perature measured by the satellite between 40° W
a_d 160° E and 20° N and 65° N averaged for the
week from 5 to 12 December. Globally, there is
600 practically no change from the patterns shown in
Figure 6, except that the warm North Pacific re-
40" gion, which previously had remained at higher
temperatures because it simply cooled slower than
20. _,_ I_ LX-- -_20" the other areas, has nuw actually warmed between_ end of November and e r December. It is
0" __: centeled at the end of the Aleutian Island chainand stands out clearly with temperatures of 232
20' 60" 40" 20° 0" 20° 40" $0° W IOO'E +7°K. An analysis of temperatures at the 30
FmvnE 9(b).-Regional map of 15, equivalen'_black- mb level from conventional radiosonde observa-
body temperatures averaged over the week 22-29 tiens analyzed and obtained from the Freien Uni-
January, 1964;nadir angle 520-58°. The effects of a versititt Berlin for the same area and time is
stratospheric warming over Eastern Europe are illus- shown in Figure 7b for comparison. The excel-
trated. No essential change in the temperatures oc- lent agreement in the patterns between the two
curred in other areas of the quasi-globerelative to
Figure 8(b). maps can serve as a measure of the validity of the
satellite data. As can be seen from Figures 8, 9,
11, and 12, the Aleutian warm region is a perma-
to 225-F7°K at 40° N, the summer temperature nent feature of the entire winter from the week of
pattern in the southern hemisphere is perfectly 5-12 December on. However, although tempera-
uniform with latitude and temperatures range tares within the warm center had not shown an
from 235-1-7°K at 60° S to 225-1-7°K at 25° S
(Figure 6). This pattern is identical to the tem-
perature pattern during June, however, with 111105VII, IJpCHANNIK
northern and southern latitudes reversed. STUT0_HRKTf_PEU_|E QIANGE(og)9-15 JAN 1964 TO27 JAN1964
C. The "Aleutian Anticyclone', December 1_3 _ _ _._An unexpectedly warm stratosphere occurring _ ,
as a regular climatological feature during winter _, "/"_ _ i / _ __ _ "*.40
in the general area of the Aleutian Island chain has _* _ --_ 1__._ '$ *iii ! -I$0"
long been recognized as the cause of a strong anti- _ _ _ 1'15[
cyclonic stratospheric circulation system in that 40°_ |_ _,__m. _.___'f-_-(_ ( ' [¢_'"
area (Reference 10). Such circulation is unusual *ll,,_r._',,r_._ -_r-_. _ _-
because in winter one would expect a very cold
...
stratosphere resulting in a cyclonic cil culation / ! I \_--_,_"_, 1-_ .
symmetric aronnd the winter pole. Indeed, this :_ _._" :_ _ )_:
during mid-winter it is strongly disturbed and dis- __
/f __ _I___l_placed by the Aleutian anticyclone. The mor- _1_ 40° 20° _ 20" 40* i_ I_ I_'!
phology of this stratospheric warming over the
North Pacific has received much attention in the Fmv_ 10.-Regional map of the difference_betweenthe
15_equivalentblackbodytemperature_measuredon 27 lpast and a number of theories have been advanced January 1964and thoee averagedoverthe week 9-15
attempting to explain its origin on the basis of January; nadirangle 00-40°. The effecteof a stratoa- !-
dynamic processes (Reference 11). The satellite phericwarmingoverEasternEuropeare illustrated.
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FxGuBE 11 (a).--Quasi-global map of l&s equivalent blackbody temperat, u_s averaged over the week 31 January-8 February
1964; nadir angle 00-40 °. Radiation data cannot be obtained outside the area enclosed by the dashed border.
actual increase until 5-12 December, a warm area before the cyclone is fully established. It might
in one form or another was present since the end of be interesting to investigate mechanisms by which
summer over the North Pacific as described above the warm regions can be maintained throughout
" and shows in Figures 4, 5, and 6. This means the winter by absorption of infrared radiation.
that during this year the winter anomaly over the The satellite measurements show that the situa-
Pacific, though variable in extent during early tion in the northern hemisphere is actually not
winter, grows directly out of the summer condi- vastly different from the southern hemisphere
tions without ever reaching as low temperatures where a warm region over the southeastern Indian
• as other portions of the northern hemisphere do. Ocean, though not quite as intense as the Aleutian
Although, during early December, the system one, persisted throughout the winter and then
takes on a more permanent form and location and spread to make one half of the hemisphere almost
intensifies somewhat, it originated not because of 15°K warmer than the other. In the northern
a sudden heating phenomenon during winter, but winter, almost a mirror image of this process oc-
simply because it refused to cool off at the end of curs: the Pacific is warm and the Atlantic and
summer. Naturally, there must be a mechanism Eurasia are cold, while in the south the Pacific is
to maintain the higher temperature during winter, cold and the Atlantic and Indian Ocean areas are
while other regions at equal latitudes cool rapidly, warm. In the north, the temperature gradients
It should be noted that those dynamic mecha- between warm and cold regions are somewhat
nisms which would have to depend on the exis- greater (about 20°K between 180° W and 40° W
tence of the complete winter cyclone could not at 60° l_l). Of course, so far satellite data exist
explain the warm regions which already exist even only for the seasonal cycle 1963/64, and the ob-
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servations described here must be tested by southern hemisphere at the end of winter (Figure
experiments in future years. 5); but during the solstice, the Australian warm
area did not extend to such high latitudes as the
O. Solstice, December 1963 Aleutian area does. Ae shown in Figure 8a, the
Between November 1963 and the middle of mid-latitude and tropical regions have cooled con-
January 1964, there is very little change from the siderably; and the temperature between 25° S and
temperature patterns shown in Figure 6. As dis- 40° N is now about 21_ c ToK, _.L.,_,,i,e earlier tern-
cussed above, the Aleutian warm center becomes peratures in the same zone ranged near 225+7°K.
somewhat stronger and quite stationary during This remarkable cooling over so wide an area is
early December and, in contrast, the Atlantic and particularly significant since it precedes by about
Eurasian cold regimes remained unchanged _ith one week the occurrence of a stratospheric warm-
very tight latitudinal temperature gradients and ing over western Asia. Instrumental degrada-
isotherms aligned with latitude during the week tion cannot be responsible for such a temperature
15-22January 1964 (Figure8a). It is interesting decrease, since Figure 12 does indicate higher
that the temperature difference of about 15°K temperature again in Marcb. Also, ever since
between 60° N and the tropical belt over the east- November temperatures at nigh southern lati-
ern portion of the northern hemisphere is less than tudes remained unchanged. Relatively moderate
the longitudinal temperature difference between and very uniform temperature zonal temperatare
the Aleutian warm center and the North Atlantic gradients exist at all longitudes. Temperatures
at 60_ N. A similar situation existed in the at 60°S are 235+7°K.
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FzeumB 12.---Qua_tlobal map of 151, equivalent blackbody temperatures averaged over the week 18-25 March, 1964;
nadir an,_le 0*-40*. Radiation data cannot be obtained outside the area enclosed by the dashed bord_-.
Temperatures of 231-l-70K at 50* S and of narily high average tcm?._rature of 300°K in the
206+7°K at 60° N (eastern portion only) are region from 35 to 60 km to produce the measured
coml_atible with the computed temperatures of radiation temperature of 2390K. But, such a
238 and 213°K respectively f._r the "summer" temper_t,Jre profile is much less probable than the
and "cold winter" profiles (Table I). Tempera- one postulated. The validity of the a_sumption
tures calculated for the "tropical" profile (227°K, of an average stratosphere temperature increase
Table I) are about 2°K higher than those mea- of 12°K between 15 and 35 km is also suggested
sured in the now cold mid-latitude belt (218 by comparing the satellite measurements at low
+7°K). Mean temperatures of 232+7°K in the nadir angles (0-t0 °, Figure 8a) to those at high
! center of the Aleutian warm region measured dur- nadir angles (52-58 °, FiT_re 8b). Temperatures
ing December suggest that the average tempera- over the Aleutian warm area are practioally the
ture of the stratosphere in the 15 t9 35 km region same at both nadir angl_ ranges indicating a
was about 12°K higher than that shown in the nearly isothermal or at least a very slowly varyivg
"warm winter" profile of Figure 2, which yields temperature gradient with altitude in the region
a mean temperature ef only 229°K (Table I). Of where the weighting functions q_ (h) are at their
course, such a temperature profile in this par- maximum (15-35 kin, Yigures 2b and 2c). A
t: _r altitude region is merely postuhted since, temperature profile suc_h as the one mentioned
for example, a low average stratospheric tempera- above with a mean te'aperature of 2(_5°Kbetwl n
ture of 205_K in the altitude region from 15 to 15 and 35 km and 300°K between 35 and 60 km
35 kin, such as shown in the "cold winter" pro- would produce a difference of 9°K between the
file, Figure 2a, could be balanced by an extraordi- radiation temperatu_s measu- l at 0_ nad;r _d
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at 58° nadir angle. Figures 8a and 8b, however, observation of the behavior of stratospheric warm- '
indicate no temperature difference at all over the ings. These warmings were first observed over ;,
i
Aleutian warm area. Thus, one i_ds that the B_rlin by Scherhag (Reference 12)and have since
difference in the mean temperatures between 15 then been the subject of intensive observation i
to 35 km level and the 35 to 50 kra level cannu_ be and analysis (Reference 13). The sudden warm-
excessively large, and with that restriction, a tem- ings have now been observed almost every year i
perature increase of 10°K for the standard "warm during the northern hemisphere winter and, dur-
winter" proiile from 15 to 35 km follows for the ing their occurrence, the lower stratosphere over a
North Pacific area. Similarly, one finds that limited area may be heated by as much as 30°K
there is no temperature differences for the two within a few days. Causes for such warmings
nadir angles over the North Atlantic and Northern have thus far not been explained. In contrast to
Europe (Figures Saand 8b)which agrees well with the Aleutian warm center described e bove, the
the calculated differences of I°K for the "cold win- sudden warmings show no regularity in their time
ter" profile. The larger temperature differences and location of occurren,_e. In order to be de-
ever the tropics--the 220°K isotherm is about 10° tectable by the TIROS radiometer, the warming
further north in Figure 8b than in Figure 8a-- must occur at altitudes between 15 and 35 km, or, ,
indicate the rapid temperature increase with alti- if it occurs at other levels, it must be unpropor-
rude above 15 km and agree well with the corn- tionally intense. Calculatians based on the
puted difference of (°K for the "trop;cal" profile "warm winter" temperature profile of Figure 2a
(Teb!_ I); while the calculated values of 238 and show that a uniform temperature increase of '
240°K for "high ].ltitude summer" (Table I)agree 12°K between 15 and 35 km will increase the
well with the observed temperatures (+7 ° cot- radiation temperature by 10°K, while a similar
rection) and temperature differences between 50 change of the temperature profile between 34 and
and 55° S. 44 km will cause a rise in the radiation tempera-
This picture has changed considerably during ture of less than I°K.
late January (Fig, ires lla and llb) where tem- A number of small and weak warmings oc-
perature differences at mid-lat;tudes and in the curred over America and Europe during Decem-
tropics over the entire eastern hemisphere are as ber 1963 and January 1964, but those did not
high as or exceed the differences observed pre- penetrate to altitudes below 30 km (Reference 14).
viously within the tropic._. Such large differences Therefore, they could not be detected by the
exceeding 5°K extend particularly into North satellite. During _he last week of January (22-
Africa, the eastern Me.titerranean and the Near 29), however, a warming of apparently moderate
East (Figures 11a and llb). This indicates that intensity occurred over the region of the Caspian
neither the "tropical" nor the "summer" ten,pera- Sea, extending between the H;malayan Mountains
ture profiles (Figure 2a) apply in this case. In and the Black Sea (Figure 9a). Radiation tem-
that area, temperatures at 15 km must be some- peratures over that area have increased by about
what higher than those given by the "tropical" 8°K over the previous week (Figure 8a). During
profile; and there must be a pronounced increase that week (15-22 January), there was practically
of temperature with altitude resulting in a very no indication of any disturbance in the perfect
warm upper stratosphere, i.e. a very strong ver- latitudinal temperature structure over that re-
tical temperature gradient between the lower and gion, except perhaps for a very small area over
upper stratosphere. It is significant that this Iran where a temperature increase of about 2-3
change has occurred over the area into which the degrees could be observed; but in the high nadir
sudden warming, described below, has moved in angle measurements, there is an indication of in-
its decaying stages, creased temperatures over South Central Asia
(Figure 8b) inferring that the subsequent warming
E. SuddenWarming, January 1964 might have o :iginated in the upper stratosphere
The type of temperature measurement from a (above 30 km) in that area. Unfortunately, the
satellite described here was expected to be most warming developed in an area where no conven-
useful for the detection, of the occurrence and the tional meteorological data at these altitudes are
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available, and the satellite observations provide runs southwest to northeast from the Black Se_
_. the only method of analyzing the event. Further- to a_out 50° E and 55° N. Tile center is located
_' more, even the satellite observations are limited near 65° E and 50° N. T._'is situation is sum-
._ in coverage, since this area is located near the data marized in Figure 10 which shows that on 27 Jan-
_ gap over the central Soviet Union which exists uary the radiation temperatures had increased by
because of _he particular geometry of the data 15°K over the averages for the week:9-15 January
readout stations for TIROS (see above). The near the center and that the periphery of the
, satellite data were, therefore, analyzed for in- warming extended as far west as the North Sea,
dividual days of 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 29 Janu- and the Atlantic and as far south as North Africa
_._ ary. These daily analyses showed that the and Arabia. Figure l la shows that during the
temperatures within the warm center were as week 31 January to 8 February the warming had
_i high as 230+7°K on 29 January, but because they passed its climax. Rather homogeneous tem-
extended only over very small regions and because perature patterns with latitude return over
_- of the motion of the center from day to day, these northern Europe and eastern Asia, but south of
high temperatures became obscured in the weekly 40° N a broad warm area of about 223+7°K now
i averages (Figure 9a). The first definite indica- covers the entire region between 40° N and 25° S
._ tion of the warming occurs on 22 January, where latitude and 110° W and 80° E longitude (Figure
a small and relatively weak warm center of lla). This means that the mid-latitude belt
225+7°K appears over Pakistan, Afghanistan which had cooled so drastically before the warm-
and Eastern Iran. This is already a few degrees ing had been restored close to its normal tempera-
higher than the average temperature over the ture of about 223+7°K between 25° S and 40° N.
same area for the preceding week of 14-22 Janu- Figures 8, 9, and 11 show that the Aleutian warm
ary (Figure 8a). Two days later on 24 January, center had remained undisturbed during the entire
i: the warm region had spread out somewhat to the period of the warming. On 30 January, the
; north, and the center had also moved in that warming was detected by a radiosonde ascent over
direction but had not significantly intensified. Berlin, the only one available for this analysis
.,_ On 25 January, temperatures of 225+7°K range (Reference 15). This radiosonde temperature
/,
_ over the entire middle East extending as far east- profile, when compared to a prewarming profile
":: ward as central China. The center is now just east shows that the warming over Berlin occurred pri-
of the Caspian Sea and has just barely reached marily above 30 km. For the week of 22-29
_. a temperature of 230+7°K. On 26 January, the January, temperatures at high nadir angles are
_i same situation prevails with the center becoming about 5°K higher than at low nadir angles not
slightly warmer and larger. On 27 January, the only over the warm center, but also extending far
center has grown considerably larger and tem- beyond the center, particularly along the southern
_' peratures of 230+7°K extend over an area of at and western periphery of the warming (Figures
least 30° longitude and l0 ° latitude northeast of 9a and 9b). This means that over the center
the Caspian Sea. The 225+7°K isotherm has temperatures have increased not only in the lower
:_ advanced to a latitude of 50° N, causing a tre- stratosphere but more _, in the upper strato-
! mendously tight temperature gradient over north- sphere. The much greater extent of the warming
i ern Europe where temperatures increase by more in the high nadir angle temperature patterns
: than 20°K from southern Norway to the Black compared to the low nadir angle patterns sug-
Sea. Due to the warming, isotherms have been gested that along the western and southern pc-
tilted to follow a course from southeast to north- riphery the warming occurred only in the upper
west instead of the perfect eastwesterly direction stratosphere. This confirms the _bove mentioned
still prevailing on 22 January. Finally, on 2_ radiosonde observation over I_',in. Since the
January a warm center extending over 10° great much larger warming (13°K) in the center would
circle arc with temperatures of 230+7°X stretches require an unreasonably large temperature if the
from the Black Sea eastward to China. One warming were confined to altitudes above 30 kin,
225° isotherm now runs east-west along the 40th and since such a strong vertical temperature gra-
parallel between 40° E and 80° E. The other dient would be clearly noticeable as a much
ip
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greater temperature increase at the larger nadir March transition as thoroughly as the June to
angles, it, must be concluded that the warming October period. Such an analysis will be made
near the center penetrated to much lower altitudes in the future.
where the _I,functions are at maximum. If the
warming occurred uniformly at, altitudes from 15 IV. CONCLUSIONS _.ND SUMMARY
to 35 km, a temperature increase of about 15°K Satellite measurements of emitted radiation in
would satisfy the radiation measurements. Such the 15 micron carbon dioxide band have demon-
an increase is quite commensurate with a mod- strated that mean temperatures in the lower
erate stratospheric warming, stratosphere can be mapped on a global scale. By
comparing measurements at high and low nadir
F. Equinox,March 1964 angles, a qualitative infer_ nce can be made about
The global temperature structure undergoes a the vertical temperature gradient bctween the
major change during the period from early Febru- lower and upper stratosphere. Analysis of global
ary (Figure lla) to the week of 18-25 March temperature patterns from June 1963 to March
shown in Figure 12. The steep zonal winter time 1964 revealed that temperature patterns in both
temperature gradients at high northern latitudes, hemispheres remain relatively undisturbed during
particularly over the eastern hemisphere as well summer. These patterns are oriented very pre-
as the zonal summer pattern in the southern hemi- cTsely along latitude circles with the temperature
sphere have disappeared. The southern hemi- maximum occurring at the summer pole. Near
sphere has cooled considerably, and parts of the maximum temperatures are reached in the south-
northern hemisphere have warmed. This results ern summer about one month after the equinox.
again, as during the September equinox, in an After that, temperatures increase only slightly
almost constant temperature over the entire through the solstice and remain high until the
quasi-globe. In fact, temperature gradients, next equinox. The northern summer could only
longitudinally or latitudinally are even shallower be analyzed through its peak and declining phases,
than during September. Over the eastern Pa- June to September 1963. Temperatures decline
cific, there is no temperature gradient _t all be- very slowly during the first two months following
tween 60° S and 60° N, with temperatures of about the solstice. Then, a rapid decline occurs just
223+70°K prevailing at all latitudes. As the before theequinox. During bothequinoxes, tern-
southern hemisphere cools, a temperature gra- peratures were relatively uniform and differences
dient along 60° S seems to develop similarly as of about 10-15°K may exist both with latitude
during the previous winter. The South Indian and longitude. Winter temperature patterns in
and Atlantic Oceans are now about 5°K warmer both hemispheres exhibit strong temperature gra-
thaa the South Pacific. dients between the pole and 40°, but a completely
In the northern hemisphere near 60° the North uniform pattern never exists in either winter
Atlantic and northeast North America have hemisphere. A fairly uniform region with tern-
warmed rapidly by about 20°K since February, peratures generally around 230°K extends be-
while the region east of the Black Sea, where the tween 25° latitude of the summer hemisphere and
sudden warming occurred in January, has re- 40° latitude of the winter hemisphere during sol-
turned to its pre-warming winter temperatures of stice. The satellite measurements not only per-
217+7°K. Temperatures in the Aleutian region mitted for the first time a continuous analysis of
have remained practically constant throughout the southern hemisphere from June 1963 to March
the winter and are still at about 228+7°K. This 1964 up to a latitude of 65° S, but also demon-
produces temperature differences of about 10°K strated the usefulness of uniform and continuous
between 'the Atlantic and Pacific warm regions data coverage over the entire quasi-globe. A
and central Asia at 50° N. That is the largest warm area over the Indian Ocean, though initially
temperature difference found during this equinox small, seems to play a similar role in the southern
(Figure 12). Since these data have been reduced winter as the Aleutian warm center during the
only very recently, there has not yei; been an ade- northern winter. During winter 1963, this warm
quate opportunity to analyze the January to region grew out of a disturbance in the isotherms
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during June and finally divided the entire strato- tional efforts in reducing the vast amount of
sphere of the winter hemisphere into a "warm" radiation measurements to the maps presented
and "cold" portion with the warm portion located here.
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CLOUD HEIGHTS AND NIGHTTIME CLOUD COVER
FROM TIROS RADIATION DATA*
_ S.I.RASOOLt
Radiationdat_obtainedfromTIROS Illhavebeenanalyzed,separatelyor day and for
night,fortheperiodJulythroughSeptember1961.The globaldistrihuti,,,oftheav,._rageeffec-
tivetemperaturesmeasuredby the8-12_channelofthesatelliteradiome_.ecshowsaclosecorrela-
tionwiththecloudcoverdata.
An estimate of the latitudinal distribution of cloud heights has been obtained using the TI ROS
radiation data for daytime and the distribution of cloud cover recently obtained from the TIROS
photographs. Combining these values of the cloud heights with the nighttime radiation data
determines the latitudinal distribution of nighttime cloud cover.
_ The results indicate tha_ in the Southern Hemisphere the percentage cloudiness at night is
considerably higher than in the day, while in the case of the Northern Hemisphere the cloudiness
appears to decrease at night.
:: I. INTRODUCTION by the earth, to obtain an estimate of the albedo(
'_" In a recent paper, Arkmg (1964) has derived of any region. The wavelengths of the infrared
'_ channels have been chosen so as to provide infor-/ the global distribution of cloud cover by the anal-
ysis of TIROS III video pictures. In Fig. 7 marion on the temperature at different levels of
i (Curve 1)is plotted the latitudinal distribution at the atmosphere and to give an estimate of the
;, average daytime percentage cloud cover as ob- total outgoing radiation ill the infrared. In this
: tained by Arking for the period of 12 July through discussion we shall only be concerned with Channel
• 10 September 1961. 2, sensitive in the 8-12 _ .region of the infrared.
'_ In the present study we attempt, using these The main absorber of infrared radiation in the
i data and the simultaneous radiation measure- earth's atmosphere is water vapor. The absorp-
" ments by "1IROS III, to derive the average latitu- tion coefficient, however, varies considerably with
'i dinal distribution of cloud top heights and thence wavelength between 4 and 50 _, where almost all
_ the nighttime cloud cover Curve 2 in Fig. 7 the energy of the terrestrial radiation is confined.
! shows the resulting percentage cloud cover during In the 8-12 _ spectral interval the absorption by
the night as a function o; latitude, water vapor and also by CO2, the other important
,_- absorber of the infrared radiation, is at its mini-
: 2. TIROS INFRARED DATA mum. Consequently, in the absence of clouds,
-_ The radiation instrumentation in TIROS and Channel 2 of the satellite radiemeter, measuring
i the physical significance of this experiment have in this atmospheric "window," records energy
already been described by several authors (Ban- originating from very near the ground correspond-
deen et al., 1961; Nordberg et al., 1962). Three ing tL an effective temperature only _,_5- 10 deg K
: of the five channels of the TIROS radiometer less than the ground temperature (Wark, Yama-
measure terrestrial radiation in the far infrared moto and Lienesch, 1962; Prabhakara and Rasool,
: corresponding to wavelength intervals of 5.8- 1963).
-_ 6.5 _, 8-12 _, and 7-30 u. The other two channels Reasonably thick clouds, however, are prac-
record the solar radiation in the visible, as reflected tically opaque to infrared radiation of wavelengths
>4 _ (Shiffrin, 1961). As there is very little
*Publkhedin Journalof th* Atmospheric8clence,.21(2):152-!56, water vapor above the clouds, and if we may
March 1964.
: _ ?GoddardSpaceFlightCenterandNew YorkUniveraity, NewYork. assume that, the albedo of the clouds in the far
1049
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infrared is negligible, the radiometer in the pre.,:- paratively small, and from our knowledge of
ence of thick clouds will record energy correspond- climatological distribution of the water vapor over
ing to the cloud top temperature. This may be the globe, its effect on the temperatures measured
as much as 40-50 dog K lower than the surface by the satellite call be accounted for.
temperature. The strong effect of clouds on the TIROS III
If, therefore, for any given instant, both the measured temperatures in the "window" channel
TIROS measured temperatures in this "window" is demonstrated by Fig. 1. In thi_ figure are
channel and the actual surface temperatures are plotted the regional and temporal averages of the
available, a knowledge of the temperature lapse temperatures measured by Channel 2 of TIROS
rate in the atmosphere will enable one to obtain III during daytime (0600-1800 hours Local Time)
a quick estimate of cloud top height. On the for the period of July 12 through 10 September
other hand, on a climatological basis, if the sat- 1961. Measurements for the polar regions are
ellite-measured temperatures for a given region not available because the inclination of the orbit
are averaged over a season, then the departure was only ab(,ut 48°. The surf tee of the earth
of this temperature from the mean ground tern- between 50N and 50S has been divided into a 10
perature will be mainly dependent on thre,_ deg latitude by 10 deg longitude grid, and all
variables--cloud amount, cloud height, and w.._ measurvments taken by the satellite in each grid
vapor distribution in the atmosphere. As .- at nadir angle <25 deg, between local time 0600
tioned earlier, the effect of water vapor is _ ,..L- _ 1 1800, have been averaged for this period.
i wWi "20o , ,' i
.
O" "' "|
4k
i
I ,
60"I ,- I...... |
Fm_a_ 1.--Globaldistributionof averagetemperaturesmeasuredby Tko_radiometerchannel2 for the _dod 12luly
through 10September1961. Darkestehade,T>295K, lightest, T< 255K.
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In most cases there are more than 500 ebservrtion in the equatorial regions. 3) Extremely low tern-
points per grid. The observations were cor- peratures measured over East Pakistan aad India
retted for the instrumentaldegradation (Bandeen, imply a heavy cloud cover over these regions
private communication), which is, in all probability, the monsoon activity
The very dark shades correspond to high radia- of this season. An almost quasipermanent cloud
tion intensities with effective temperatures rang- cover over central Africa is also indicated from
ing above 290K. The lightest shades correspond this diagram.
to temperatures of the order of 240K. The two These conclusions are supported by comparing
triangular areas, which are diagonally opposite Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 in which is plotted the global
and comprise a part of South America and South- distribution of cloud cover, also in a 10×10
ern Siberia, have been left blank because of the degree grid, taken from the climatological esti-
unavailability of the telemetry from the TIROS mates of Haur_vitz and Austin (1944). Ill Fig.
: for these regions. 2, the darkest shades correspond to 20 percent
Several interesting features are revealed by cloudiness, and the lightest to 70 per cent cloudi-
examining this figure. 1) The relatively cold ness. The agreement in the main features of the
temperature belt near the equator corresponds to two figures is striking, except that the TIROS III
the high cloudiJmss usually observed in the equa- measured extremely high temperatures over the
torial region. 2) The subtropical belt in each of South Pacific, indicating a relatively clear area
the hemispheres show relatively higher tempera- which is not noticeable in Fig. 2, undoubtedly
tures and, therefore, probably fewer clouds than due to lack of observational data in this region.
V'i-so°_i_J"_,4-'oT-I"_I_ __"_" _" 20""o° _O_ 4o_ 66_-8o"IbO-"_i6v1"&o'=-_7:_:",_o"
:......."T ...]..... ..........7--T i : " "
_O --
s
--_llb . .
°'I "-
_.- :
=':_' " .... ;.... '=::[' '_ .... _ " -- ::" ":"'" " ",'_1 ' • ! ' _'_"
• ,. , ,
Fmva_ 2.--Global distribution of average cloud cover for July (after Haurwitz and Austin, 1944). Darkest shade--
cloud cover<20 l_r_nt, lighgest shade--cloud cover> 70 percent.
|
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3. DEDUCTIONOF CLOUDHEIGHTSAND CLOUD i _I' , , 'G km
COVER 40
Although it is interesting to note the resem-
blance between Figs. 1 and 2, the actual derivation 36 5 km
of cloud amounts from the TIROS radiation data
is fairly involved. As mentioned earlier, several 32
factors, viz., cloud amount, cloud height, surface 4 km
temperature, vertical distribution of water vapor 28
and of temperature, influence the 'effective' tem-
peratures measured by the satellite. By the _ 24 3 km
method described below we have, however, at- _._
tempted to separate the effect of these parameters _. 2o
in order to obtain a reasonable estimate of cloud <_ 2 km
height from TIROS radiation data. 16 //// /
Using the climatological estimates of the global
distribution of surface temperature (Haurwitz and t2
Austin, 1944), the latitudinal variations in the
vertical distribution of temperature (Davis, 1962, 8 Hot and Humid Atmosphere
Surface Temperature,=304 "K
London, 1957), the total amounts of water vapor watervaporContent-5.2gm/cme
and ozone and their vertical distributions, we 4
have constructed ten different model atmospheres
which correspond to the ten latitudinal belts o I I I I I
0 20 40 60 80 IO0
between 50N and 5OSfor the months of July and % Cloudiness
August.
FIGURE 3.--AT as a function of percentage cloud cover
The radiatmn flux in the 8-12 _ region, which with cloud tops at various altitudes. AT is the dif-
would be emitted 7 9m such atmospheres, was ferencebetweenthe averagesurface temperatureand the
then calculated following a method described in equivalent blackbodytcmperature measuredby theTiros
an earlier paper (Prabhakara and Rasool, 1963). III, channel 2. A case of hot and humid atmosphere.
The flux values thus calculated give the equivalent
black body temperatures TIROS will observe temperature. In Fig. 4 is shown another extreme
above these atmospheres _f the atmosphere were case, this time of a dry and cold atmosphere
completely cloudless. Similar calculations were where the AT, in the absence of clouds, is only
then repeated assuming the presence of thick 3.5 deg.
clouds at various altitudes and of varying pro- If, therefore, for any given region, one has an
pori_ions. It is assumed that the clouds are estimate of surface temperature, of the amount
completely opaque to the far infrared and the of water vapor in the atmosphere and of the
radiation i._ emitted only from the top of the percentage cloud cover, then with such a family
clouds, of curves, combined with the TIROS radiation
In Figs. 3 and 4 the results obtained for two data of the "window" channel, one can derive
such model atmospheres are shown. The family an approximate value for the effective height of
of five curves shows the difference (AT) between the cloud tops.
the surface temperature and the effective black If, order to determine the latitudinal distribu-
body temperature observed by the satellite in tion of the effective cloud heights for the months
the presence of different amounts of clouds located of Jul_ and August 1961, we calculate the follow-
at altitudes of 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 kin. The intersection ing parameters for each 10-deg latitudinal belt
point of these curves with the ordinate in Fig. _ between 50N and 50S.
is at I 1.5 deg. This indicates that in a hot and The satellite-observed temperatures in the
humid atmosphere, even in complete absence of "window" channel are averaged separately for
clouds, the satellite would observe an effective day and for night for the period 12 July through
temperature about 12 dog lower than the surface 10 September 1961.
I
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_, ! ! I 1 I l u u I I I u i I40 Cold and Dry Atmosphere 2S July- September1961-
•: +.. _ (To-Tw) _'* Lohtude
Surface Tempetoture 274 "K ",_e_,, ./_E'_,_..Q
: 36 Woter Vopor Content-0.8 9m/era 2 20 -+ .... "_. ..'_
" 32 _- '+. ..,
_ "-'--, "_'-+
6 km I0,
28
5
24 5 km
r 0 I I I I 1 I _ _L__J. ___._L_
50 40 30 20 I0 0 I0 20 30 40 _0
_' South North
, ,,, 20
: o Fmm_, 5.--_T as a function of latitude---for day and for4kin
_ t night.
:_ P" 16
3km , , , _ ,o7 _ , _ , ,
_. 12 7 _- July12- Sept I0, 1961
-: 2 km [ffectl,,e CloudHelghte v/=Latitude
8 61-
0 I I I I 1
; 0 20 40 60 ao ioo 3
% Cloudiness
; 2
FmuaE 4.--_.me as Figure 3_a case of cold and dry
atmosphere. I L J , _ _ , , : '
• 50 40 30 20 I0 0 I0 20 30 40 50
South North
; The latitudinal means of day and night surface Fw, u.E 6.--_:liective cloud top heights deduced from the
* temperatures forthesameperiodweredetermined daytime observation of Tiros IlI as a function of
from the Monthly Climatic Data of the World latitude.
(U. S. Weather Bureau); supplementing these
_ data were climatological estimates of Haurwitz
and Austin (1944) for the oceanic regions, for the night (Fig. 5) and the heights plotted in
The difference (_T) between the mean surface Fig. 6 to determine the nighttime clqud cover as
temperatures and the average effective tempera- a function of latitude.
tures measured by the TIROS channel 2 in each The resulting latitudinal distribution of the
latitudinal belt is plotted in Fig. 5 separately for nighttime cloud cover is plotted as Curve 2 in
day and for night. Fig. 7.
Latitudinal averages of daytime percentage A comparison of the day and night curve_ _m-
cloud cover for the same period given by Arking mediately shows that in the Southern Hemisphere,
are shown in Fig. 7 (Curve 1). which is largely oceanic, the lmrcen_age cloudiness
Now with both the AT and percentage cloud is much higher at nigh_ than during the day.
cover being known for daytime, ,,*," can use our In the Northern Hemisphere, on the other hand,
nomograms (e.g., Figs. 3 and 4) to determine t.he the nocturnal cloud cover could be as low as _-_20
average daytime cloud height for each latitudinal percent for the latitudes of 20 to 40 dog.
belt. The heights thus deduced are plotted as a These results are based , , the debatable as-
function of latitude in Fig. 6. sumption that, on an average, for a given latitu-
If we assume that, on an average, cloud heights dinal belt the cloud-top heigh*s do not change
derived from the daytime measurements are also from day to night. In case this assumption is
_ valid for the night, wu can now use the hT values not correct, our results would then indicate that,
I
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gGLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE NET ENERGY BAL-
ANCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE FROM TIROS RADIA-
TION DATA*
s. I. RASOOLt
The radiationdata fromTirosII and TirosIII have beenanalyzed to obtain the monthly
averagesof the globaldistributionof the total outgoingradiationfrom the earth. These data
havebeencombinedwithclimatologicalestimatesof the incomingradiationfor the same periods
to obtain monthlyaveragesof the regionaldistributionof the net energybalanr_. The results
showthat these data couldbe useful in studiesof the meridionalcirculationand the evolutionof
large-scaleweathersystems.
We have carried out an analysis of the radia- Houghton (_), London (8), Budyko (_,),and others.
_ tion data acquired by the Tiros meterorological Th_ radiation instrumentation in Tiros, and
satellities, in order to determine the regional and the physical significance of this experiment, have
'- time variations in the energy balance of the already been discussed in detail by Bandeen et al.
earth and its atmosphere. (5) and Nordberg et al. {6).
: The energy balance of the earth-atmosphere Three of the five channels of the Tiros radi-
system is made up of the difference between the ometer measure terrestri_ ' radiation in the far
incoming solar radiation, mostly in the v;.sible, infrared, corresponding to wavelength intervals
_ and the outgoing terrestrial radiation in the in- of 5.8 to 6.5 _, 7 to 13 _, aad 7 to 30 _. The
._ frared. It is well known that the latitudinal other two channels record the solar radiation
_ variation of the energy balance shows an excess of reflected by the earth, in the visible spectrum,
_ incoming solar radiation over outgoing radiation which gives an estimate of tile albedo of any region.
near the equator, and a deficiency at the poles. In Tiros II and Tiros III, which were active
It is this variation of the energy balance with for 5 and 3 months, respectively, the ch.',nnels
; latitude that drives the atmospheric heat engine, which measure the reflected visible energy de-
_i Thus, through the determination of the latitu- graded very quickly, and almost no data are avail-
dinal average of the enerlcy balance with the aid able for these channels. It is also possibl,, to
of the Tirosdata, we _btain the information which obtain information regarding the solar innut by
: is necessary to understand the general circulation the statistical a.,alysis of the Tiros cloud-cove,
! of the atmosphere, photographs (7), but this analysis is still in a
_ At the same time, we have obtained bume preliminary stage. Therefore, for this first study
• information regarding the regional variations of the energy balance, we _,ave used the climato-
in the energy balance of the e_rth-atmosphere logical estimates of Budyko (_)for the incoming
system. Knowledge of these variations gives radiation. These give the monthly averages of
us a very important source of information for the solar radiation reaching the ground as a function
understanding of large-scale weather systems, of lai itude and longitude, as derived from gro4nd-
Simpson (I) carried out the first extensive based pyrohelimeter data.
studies of the stratospheric energy balance, by the For fhe outgoing radiation we have used the
application of a simplified ladiation theo_, to Tiros data in the infrared chawlels. Channel 4,
empirical physical, models of the atmosphere, which is sensitive in tbe 7- to 30-_ interval, and
This problem has since been re-ex_mined by thus records almost _ percent of the total out-
going radiation from the earth, also degraded
*Published in S¢/em'e. 143(3606) :86'7-.560. February 7. IH4.
tOoddardSpaee_htCenterandNewY_rkE'ni_erstty.NewYork. after approximately 1 month in each of the
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satellites. The data from channel 2, sensitive in monthly averages, also in 10° by 10° grids. These
the 7- to 13-/, interval, however, is available from values were corrected for the absorption of solar
23 November 1960 to 12 April 1961 for Tiros II radiation by the atmosphere, which, according to
and from 12 July to 10 September 1961 for Tiros London (3), varies with latitude and season and
III. There was some degradation in this case is about 30 to 40 percent of the radiation which
also, but fairly good estimates of the correcJon reaches the ground. The energy balance for each
factors for this channel are now available. 10° by 10° grid, that is, the difference between
Wark et al. (8) have. shown that data from this these corrected values of incoming energy and the
channel can be used to obtain reasonably good Tiros-measured values of the outgoing energy,
estimates of the total outgoing radiation from the is plotted on a month by month basis in Figs. 1
earth. Numerical factors for converting channel through 6.
2 measurements to total outgoiI)g radiation are These correspond to the months of December
now available for both Tiros II and III. A corn- 1960 and January, February, March, July, and
parison between the values of total outgoing August 1961, respectively. The d:_rkareascorre-
radiation derived from channels 4 and 2 for the spond to a positive energy balance, that is, an
overlapping period give satisfactory results, excess of incoming radiation over the outgoing.
To obtain all estimate of tile temporal as well The light areas indicate regions of negative bal-
as regional variations in the total outgoing flux, ance. In these figures, the darkest shade (for
we have divided the surface of the earth into inter- example, southwestern United States in July) has
vals of l0 ° latitude by 10° longitude between a value of >+1.75X105 ergs cm -2 sec -_, while
50°N and 50°S. Because the inclination of the the lightest shade (for example, 40°N to 50°N
satellite orbit is 48° the data for polar regions are belt in December) corresponds to < -1.65X l0s
not available. All measurements made by the ergs cm-2 sec -_. The intermediate values of the
satellite in each of these intervals, at nadir angles energy balance are plot.ted, in steps of about
less than 25°, have been com'erted to the total O.5X105 ergs cm-_ sec -I, as seven gradations of
outgoing flux and averaged separately for each the shading level.
month. "Ihere are approximately 500 observa- The two triangular regions comprising parts of
tion points per month in each l0 ° square. South America and Siberia have been left blank
The total outgoing flux estimated in this man- because data from Tiros are not available in those
net is, however, liable to have a small diurnal regions. Also the several other 10° by 10° grids
bias. This is because the orbit of the satellite left blank in March and July are due to nonavail-
precesses i_ right ascension at a rate of 6° per ability of data from Tire for these regions.
day, or it "_s a precession period of 9 weeks. A preliminary examination of these figures
T._pre"..re otlr results for the total outgoing radia- reveals several interesting features.
tion .... affected by the diurnal variation of the 1) In December and January, the regions of
ground temperature. However, this effect is maximL._m positive energy input are located in
small for the particular case of this study which the latitudinal belt: of 20°S to 50°S, while in
is concerned with the long-period averages over July and August it is the 10°N to 40°N belt which
1,_rge areas. Because of the cloudiness and the has a high excess of energy. The evolution of i
prr_ence of water vapor, the average of the this phenomenon is revealed by the charts for •
channel-2 data over large regions and extended February and March.
!',_riods of time does not giv_ _he ground tempera- 2) The geographical distribution of the energy
ture, but has been shown (9) to give the effective balance appears to be such that the desert areas
temperature at a height of about 3 kin, and of Africa, Australia, the Middle East, and south-
therefore the effect of the diurnal variation is western Ur, ited States show extreme positive
much reduced, energy inputs in the local summer.
As mentioned earlier, for the incoming radia- 3) The effect of the monsoon over India is
tion wc have used the climatolo_,ical estimate_ of noticeable in comparing the charts for March and
Budyko (,_), which are based on the ground ob- August 1961. The net energy input over India
serw, tions of solar radiation, and are given as is lower in August than in March, presumably _..
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_" FIGURE1.--December 1960 FIGURE2.--January 1961
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FzeV_E 3.--February 1961 FmUR_ 4.--March 1961
¢
.,
Ilk
Fzav_v, 5.---July 1961 Fiou_v. 6.--August 1961
Fm_Ja_s l-6.--Distribution of net energy balances for the month_ of December 1960 (Figure 1), January 196) (Figure 2),
February !961 (Figure 3), March 1961 (Figure 4), July 1961 (Figure 5), and August 1961 (Figure 6). Extre:re dark
shade ,--> +1.75 X 10_ergs cm-t sec-t and extreme light shade < = 1.65 X 10' ergs cm-t sec-t.
because of the heavy monsoon cloud cover, a]- 4) In the Northern Hemisphere, the region of
thoughif it werenot forthe monsoon,one would the western Pacific appears to show a relative
expec_ a very high excess of energy in the summer deficit in energy during all the 6 months. This
m, nth of August. area is well known for stron,- cyclogenic activity. !
1
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As in the case of the monsoon, tile high cloudiness 4. F. A. BUDYKO, Ju., The Heal Balance of the Earth's
produced by the cyclogenesis probably accounts Surface. Translated from the Russian edition by
Nina _. Stepanova (U.S. Weather Bureau, Wash-
for the observed low input in energy, ington, D.C., 1958).
A detailed analysis of these charts, in conjunc- 5. W. R. BANDEEN, R. A. HANEL, J. LICHT, R. A.
tion with the actually observed global distribu- STAMPFL, W. G. STROUD, J. Geophys. Res. 65,
tion of the weather patterns for the respective 3165 (1961).
months, may provide a better understanding of 6. w. NORDBERG, W. R. BANDEEN, B. J. CONRATH,
V. KINDE, I. PERSANO,J. Aim. Sci. 19, 20 (1962).
the role played by the energy balance of the 7. A. ARKING,Sdence, this issue.
atmosphere in the evolution of weather systems. 8. D. G. WAaK, G. YAMAMOTO,J. H. LIEN_.SCH,"Me-
thods of estimating infrared flux and surface tem-
perature from meteorological satellites," Y. Atmos-
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/INTENSITIES OF 9.4/a. AND 10.4/.x CO2 BANDS*
:4
'_ S. I. RASOOL
*; The intensities of the 9.4 # and 10.4 _ COs bands the amount of C02 in the absorption path was
,_ have been computed theoretically using, as the determined on the assumption that the total CO2
basis of our calculations, the line profiles at the in the earth's atmosphere is 2.40 m-atm. These
! centers of these bands published by Migeotte, line intensity vahms were then used to obtain a
' Neven, and Swensson (1957). The band inten- mean value of the band intensity using the classical
_" sity values thus obtained are as follows: relation (see, for example, Goody, 1963).
9.4 _ band-0.0180 cm-2-atm. -_ at 265°K Internal consistency in the band intensity cal-
10.4 _ band-0.0098 cm-2-atm. -_ at 265°K culations was achieved when the effective tem-
The ratio of the two band intensities is 1.84 perature of the atmosphere above Jungfraujoch
• whichisclosertothevalueofl.7givenbyKostkow- observing station was assumed to be 265°K.
ski (1955) than to 2.4 reported by Penner (1959). This is _--_6°Klower than the recorded surface
_ The 9.4 _ and 10.4 _ CO2 bands are extremely temperatures during these observations.
weak, and for the amount of CO2 preser.t in the In the following table we give the band inten-
earth's atmosphere (_-_0.03 percent) they do not sity values determined by the method mentioned
play any significant role in the radiation processes and values give by the other authors.
::, within the terrestrial atmosphere. For this rea- Intensities in cm-_-alm -_ of C() Bands at 9.4/a and 10.4
son theoretical and experimental investigations of I 10.4_ (S") S'/S"_ these bands have been rather limited. Also the _9..' _ (S') TI!, two results available in the 5terature (Penner, o.0o98 265°K 1.81959 and Kostkowski, 1955) differ rather signif- This work....... 0.0180
Kostkowski (1955) 0. 0465 0.0281 I 329°K 1.7
icantly from each other. Penner (1959) .... 0.0532 0.0219 297°K 2.4For the purposes of studying radiative prop-
). erties of the atmospheres of the other planets, The band intensity valuesgiven by Kosikowski,
( Venus and Mars for example, where the amount of when reduced to 265°K, compare fairly well with
• CO_in the atmosphere may be greater than in the our results, but those of PeI.ner, especially of the
_ earth's by several orders of magnitude, these bands 9.4 _ band, are significantly higher than ours.
_, do become important (Jastrow and Rasool, 1963). I wish to thank Professor R. M. Goody of
Therefore, in the absence of generally accepted Itarvard University for suggesting this method
values of the intensities of 9.4_ and 10.4# bands, we of calculation.
!_ have attempted to estimate them independently. RI:FERI:NCI:S
; The method used is as follows: The solar in- R.M. GooDy, Atmospheric Radiation, Cambridge Univ.
'_ frared spectrum published by Migeotte el al. l'ress, Cambridge, 1963.
(1957) contains many lines at the center of the R. JASTROWand S. I. Rxsoob, "Radiative transfer in the
9.4 _ and 10.4 _ bands due to absorption by C02 atmospheres of Venus and Mars," in Space Research III,
ed. W. Priester, North llolland Publ. Co., 1963.
: present in the earth's atmosphere. Measuring H.J. KOSTKOWSKI, Dissertation, the John Hopkins Univ.,
the total absorption within these lines and apply- 1955.
" ing the Ladenburg and Reiche (1911) solution we R. LADENBURGand R. REICHE,Annalen der Physik, 421,
;_ calculate the intensities of lines in the P and R 181, 1911.
branches of the bands. The half width of the M. Mm_OTTV,, L. NEw:,_ and J. SW_NSSON,Th_ solar
_, lines was assumed to be 0.09 cm -_ at NTP, and spectrum from 2.8 _ to 23.7 _. M_m. Sac. Ro_. Sc.,Liege, 1957.
;" *Published in M_moires Soc. R. Se. Liege, Cinqui_me S_rie, Tome S.S. PENNER, Qua_ditative Molecular Spcctroseopy and Gas
IX, Extract pages 55-57. Emissivity. Addlsoe Wesley, Mass. 587 pp., 1959.
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